of Psychology, University of Illinois, Urbana On receiving my assignment for this refresher course, my self-appointed task became an examination of the term behavior, and consideration of the kind of knowledge genetic analysis has to contribute to the understanding of behavior and behavior analysis has to contribute to understanding in biology. At a reception following a conference two summers ago, Joshua Lederberg asked me "How do you define behavior?"
It's a disconcerting experience at any time to be caught off guard harboring an unanalyzed premise.
It's doubly so when it happens on one's first encounter with a Nobel laureate. A survey of textbook and dictionary definitions proves very unsatisfactory and suggests a possible reason for his question. In one form or another, most definitions hinge upon response to stimulation. As Skinner (1938) has so appropriately pointed out, while response to stimulation certainly does occur, so does behavior occur in the absence of antecedent events that bear an easily demonstrable stimulating relation to a given behavior.
BEHAVIOR
In the physical sciences, ever since J. W. Gibbs, a system has been defined as that part of the universe chosen for consideration.
In the behavioral sciences we can define behavior as whatever an organism does or, by analo<gy to physical science, that part of what an organism does that we choose for consideration.
The study of behavior employs the descriptive methods of the naturalist, classificatory taxonomic methods such as are used by the medical diagnostician and the biological systematist, and the analytic experimental methods of the laboratory scientist.
In Ernst Mayr's words "it is the basic task of the systematist to break up the almost unlimited and confusing diversity of individuals in nature into easily recognizable groups, to work out the significant characters of these units, and to find constant differences between similar ones" (1942, p. 9) . Similarly, the student of behavior must select out of the continuous stream of activity that is behavior, those units which are suitable for study and which can be classified. with respect to the environment-both must be used" (Hinde, 1959, p. 571) .
Taxonomy. An ideal behavioral taxonomy would provide a theoretical system under which classes of behavior could be arranged in some meaningful and consistent way. The classes in the taxonomy would be defined in terms of the behaviors they include.
In such a system the subjects of classification are behaviors, and the subjects of taxonomy are classifications (King and Nichols, 1960; Simpson, 1961) . Since the lawful relations which make up the content of science are an expression of the structure of the events studied, the more intimate our knowledge oC that structure becomes the clearer will be our ideas about what relations are possible.
Behavior has been defined as whatever an organism does that we choose to consider.
Furthermore, the activities of an organism are lawful events-the lawful functioning in a specific environmental contest of a biological system with a specific structure.
Szent-Gyiirgyi and his associates isolated actin and myosin from muscle tissue. Moreover, this correlation has no fixed value; for every behavior it must be measured in specific populations under specific conditions, because it varies with both.
At a conference the summer before last, when I objected to the phrase "the gelzetics of behavior," I was overwhelmed by Benson Ginsburg who was supported by Ernst Caspari and apparently by almost everyone else there. Those of you who followed the advance notices of this refresher course may have noticed that its title changed from "Genetics of behavior" in the summer or autumn issues of Science magazine to "Behavior genetics" in its recent issues. So it is clear that we teachers of this refresher course are, at best, only one step ahead of its students.
It might once have been useful to think in the causal frame of reference and it probably helped to establish genetics. Genetics is now well established and has a beautifully articulated body of knowledge. Furthermore, the broad features of the relations between heredity and behavior are rapidly becoming clear. What must next be more widely appreciated is that it is not a specialty to be relegated to a conceptual corner.
As Sewall Wright observed some time ago, it is a fallacy to speak of physiological effects and genetic effects as 
